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The dramatic Point Reyes coastline in northern California is
a popular tourist location because of its natural beauty.
However, the harsh coast is also a magnet for
shipwrecks. In 1870, a lighthouse was erected to
prevent boats from crashing into the shore.
Since then, over 50 vessels have been
lost. Today, the sad remains of
the little SS Point Reyes can
be seen abandoned on
a sandbar.

The Murmansk, a Russian Sverdlov-class cruiser, had
been decommissioned and was being towed to India
for scrapping when it ran around during December
1994 at Hasvik, Norway. For years, the
rusting remains of this Cold War giant
were left in place but we understand
now that scrapping of the vessel is
taking place.

Tall ship Irving Johnson lies
hard aground only yards from

the ocean near the entrance to
Channel Islands Harbor, Oxnard,
California. Photographed during

March 2005, the ship was
stranded on the beach for

several days before being pulled
off. The forward portion of the

ship was seriously damaged and
the vessel was flooded with sea

water. However, there was a rare
happy ending. The ship
underwent an extensive 

$2 million rebuild and was
returned to service in 

early 2006. SC

Forgotten to time, its name long erased by the elements, this
vessel sits at the bottom of a sheer cliff in Navagio Bay,
Greece. Locals call the area “shipwreck beach” or
“smuggler’s bay,” since there are so
many wrecks
in the 
area.

Sad remains of World Discoverer after striking an uncharted
rock or reef in the Sandfly Passage, Solomon Islands, on 30
April 2000. The captain sent out a distress signal and a
passenger ferry was dispatched to the wreck where all
passengers were safely removed. The captain steered the
listing ship into Roderick Bay and grounded it to avoid
sinking. After an extensive underwater survey, the World
Discoverer was declared a “a constructive loss.” The ship
still remains where it was grounded. A salvage company in
Australia found the ship badly ransacked by locals plus
there was a civil war going on so any attempt at salvage was
immediately forgotten.

During 1909, the Eduard Bohlen ran aground on Namibia’s Skeleton Coast after becoming enveloped in a heavy fog. Attempts to
tow the ship back out to sea failed. It was then used as a “hotel” for workers at a nearby diamond mine. Always going downhill in
condition, the vessel was finally abandoned. Its remains can now be seen about a 1000-ft inland from the sea. 


